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Spin-orbit torque induced magnetization anisotropy modulation in \( \text{Pt(\text{Co/Ni})\textsubscript{4}/Co/\text{IrMn}} \) heterostructure
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In this work, we show that domain wall (DW) dynamics within a system provide an alternative platform to characterize spin-orbit torque (SOT) effective fields. In perpendicularly magnetized wires with a \( \text{Pt(\text{Co/Ni})\textsubscript{4}/Co/\text{IrMn}} \) stack structure, differential Kerr imaging shows that the magnetization switching process is via the nucleation of the embryo state followed by domain wall propagation. By probing the current induced DW motion in the presence of in-plane field, the SOT effective fields are obtained using the harmonic Hall voltage scheme. The effective anisotropy field of the structure decreases by 12\% due to the SOT effective fields, as the in-plane current in the wire is increased. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4980108]

I. INTRODUCTION

Spin-Orbit coupling in structures comprising a heavy metal (HM) adjacent to a ferromagnetic material (FM) leads to an in-plane charge current inducing orthogonal pure spin current via bulk spin Hall effect (SHE) in the HM and an effective field via Rashba effect at the interface. The pure spin current transfers its spin angular momentum to the FM via the spin-orbit torque (SOT) which comprises Slonczewski-like and field-like torques.\textsuperscript{1–3} The SOT induced by the SHE has been proposed as an alternative writing mechanism in magnetic random access memory (MRAM) devices. The read and write paths can be decoupled in the proposed three-terminal magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ)\textsuperscript{4} while improving the reliability of the memory device.\textsuperscript{5}

To achieve deterministic SOT induced magnetization switching in FM systems with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA), an in-plane external magnetic field is required.\textsuperscript{6} To achieve a field-free SOT induced magnetization switching, various approaches have been proposed to create an intrinsic in-plane tilt of the FM spins. Different methods have been proposed; the utilization of an external in-plane field, a tilted magnetic FM layer leading to an unbalance of the out-of-plane anisotropy and the introduction of an antiferromagnetic layer (AFM) which produces a current dependent in-plane exchange bias field to the FM layer. The externally applied in-plane field breaks the symmetry switch the magnetization.\textsuperscript{2,4,7} Similarly, the tilted FM layer may produce through an inhomogeneous magnetic out-of-plane anisotropy an intrinsic effective in-plane field which helps in breaking the symmetry for magnetization switching.\textsuperscript{8} The use of an AFM with in-plane exchange bias has been shown to lead to deterministic magnetization switching.\textsuperscript{9–11}

In this work, we investigate the current induced effects in an out-of-plane exchange biased PMA structure comprising a \( \text{Pt(\text{Co/Ni})\textsubscript{4}/Co/\text{IrMn}} \) stack where both the Pt layer and IrMn layer are considered as a source of SOT effective fields. By leveraging on the domain wall (DW) nucleated during the magnetization reversal process, the SOT effective fields can be determined using conventional harmonic Hall measurement. The current induced effects also lead to a modification of the out-of-plane anisotropy of the stack structure. A decrease of \(~600\) Oe in the anisotropy field is obtained as the current is increased from \( 3.7 \times 10^{10} \) to \( 8.3 \times 10^{10} \) A/m\(^2\).

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

A HM/FM/AFM stack was grown by DC magnetron sputtering at room temperature on 300 nm thick SiO\(_2\) on Si substrates. The stack structure comprises SiO\(_2\)/Ta(5)Pt(5)/[Co(0.25)/Ni(0.5)]\textsubscript{4}/Co(0.25)/IrMn\(_3\)(10)/Ta(5) where the numbers in brackets correspond to the respective film thicknesses in nm. No field or heat treatment has been carried out after deposition of the film. The out-of-plane magnetization (M-H) loop obtained using polar MOKE for the HM/FM/AFM stack is shown in Figure 1(a). The as-grown HM/FM/AFM film exhibits a clear out-of-plane magnetic anisotropy with a coercivity of 265 Oe and an out-of-plane exchange bias field of 145 Oe. The magnetization switching in the negative field occurs at much higher magnitude compared to the positive field. This can be explained by the exchange bias field from the AFM layer promoting magnetization alignment along the \( +z \) orientation.

The film is patterned into 4 \( \mu \)m wide and 70 \( \mu \)m long wire via electron beam lithography. Hall bar contacts comprising Ta/Cu/Au were patterned transverse to the wire orientation, along the \( y \)-axis, as shown in the inset in Fig. 1(b). Magnetotransport measurements were carried out in order to investigate the effect of the bias current on the magnetization of the HM/FM/IrMn stack.\textsuperscript{12,13} For this measurement, a Keithley 6221 AC source was used to apply the alternating current. To obtain a good signal-to-noise ratio in our experiment, all the measurements were conducted while flowing an AC bias current with a frequency of 309 Hz and the signals were measured using a 7265 Dual Phase DSP Lock-In
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Amplifier. The low AC frequency allows for an adiabatic change of the magnetization vector. Magneto-Optical Kerr imaging was performed while sweeping an external field in the out-of-plane orientation.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Effect of bias current on switching field

Coercivity and exchange bias field of the patterned wire as a function of externally applied fields and AC bias were first investigated. The Hall resistance \( R_H \) was measured via the anomalous Hall effect (AHE) by sweeping the applied magnetic field perpendicular to the plane of the wire, \( H_z \). To obtain a sensible signal, a low AC channel current of 1 mA was applied in the wire. The Hall resistance \( R_H \) of the wire, as a function of applied magnetic field \( H_z \), \( (R_H - H_z) \) loops) for an AC channel current of 1 mA is shown in Fig. 1(b). From the AHE loop, the magnetization switching of the wire occurs at an external field of \(+300\) Oe and \(-400\) Oe, respectively. This implies that the coercivity of the patterned wire is \(350\) Oe, while the exchange bias field is estimated to be \(50\) Oe. As expected, the coercivity of the patterned wire exhibits an increase of \(~85\) Oe, as compared to the bulk film. The decrease in the exchange bias field is attributed to the patterning process.

In order to understand the magnetization reversal process in the wire, \textit{in situ} differential Kerr microscopy was carried out while varying the externally applied field, \( H_z \), as shown in Figure 1(c). Reference Kerr images are first taken at positive and negative saturation field. The subsequent magnetic images are then obtained by subtracting the Kerr images from the reference image. As such, for no magnetization switching with respect to the reference, the corresponding differential Kerr image results in no magnetic contrast, corresponding to grey color in the Kerr image. At remanence, a grey contrast is observed, corresponding to the initial magnetization configuration being along the \(+z\) or \(-z\) orientation. For Figures 1(c-i)–1(c-iii), the wire was initially magnetized along \(-z\) orientation by first applying an out-of-plane field of \(-1400\) Oe. The reference Kerr image was taken at \(-1400\) Oe as shown in Fig. 1(c-i). Subsequently, the externally applied field is ramped up along the \(+z\) direction where an oppositely magnetized domain, characterized by the bright contrast in Fig. 1(c-ii), is nucleated in the wire, at an external field of \(140\) Oe. This is consistent with the switching field obtained from the R-H loop in Fig. 1(b) The reversed domain nucleates from the edge of the wire due to a reduction in the out-of-plane anisotropy at the edges of the wire from defects induced during patterning. Further increase in the external field leads to the expansion of the reversed domain, resulting in complete magnetization switching of the wire, Fig. 1(c-iii). For Figures 1(c-iv)–1(c-vi), the wire was initially magnetized along \(+z\) orientation with an out-of-plane field of \(+1400\) Oe and thereafter, the field was ramped along \(-z\) direction. Using the state obtained at \(+1400\) Oe, Fig. 1(c-iv) as a reference, grey contrast at no
magnetization reversal is imaged. As the externally applied field is increased in the $-z$ direction, the reversal process occurs via nucleation and propagation of the reversed domain in the wire, as seen by the dark contrast in Fig. 1(c-v). The expansion of the reversed domain results in complete magnetization switching. The Kerr image of Fig. 1(c-vi) corresponds to the complete magnetization reversal of the wire, resulting in a saturation state with a complete dark contrast. The Kerr imaging reveals that irrespective of the initial magnetization configuration, the switching process is via reversed domain nucleation and domain wall motion (DWM) along the wire.

To investigate the effect of current on the magnetization reversal process of the wire, the AC amplitude was varied from 1 to 12 mA, corresponding to current densities of $8.9 \times 10^9$–$1.1 \times 10^{11}$ A/m$^2$. An AC probing is chosen as it enables a better SNR due to the use of a lock-in system and also, it minimizes the Joule heating effect in the wire. The coercivity and exchange bias field are extracted from the AHE loops and are plotted as a function of the applied current as shown in Fig. 2. The coercivity decreases monotonically as the current is increased, from 350 to 120 Oe as the current magnitude is increased from 1 to 12 mA. On the other hand, the exchange bias field remains almost constant at $\approx 55$ Oe for all the current ranges investigated.

In all our Kerr imaging carried out, we noted that the reversal process is by the formation of an embryonic reversed domain state followed by the expansion of the reversed domain. The expansion of the reversed domain is via the propagation of a DW through the wire. It can be inferred that the measured coercivity in the AHE loop of Fig. 1(b) is correlated with the DWM along the wire axis, $x$ direction. The coercive field obtained from the AHE measurement can then be viewed as being the field required to depin the DW at the Hall bar.

Current induced DW depinning field decrease has been reported for wires with both in-plane and out-of-plane magnetic anisotropy. The current leads to DW transformation via spin momentum transfer, resulting in a reduction of the depinning field. For the FM/HM stack, where the spin-orbit torque is dominant, the reduction in the depinning field is increased in the $-z$ direction. The expansion of the reversed domain results in complete magnetization switching. The Kerr image of Fig. 1(c-vi) corresponds to the complete magnetization reversal of the wire, as seen by the dark contrast in Fig. 1(c-v).

To understand the current induced torques, the SOT effective fields in the system were characterized using the conventional Hall harmonic measurement technique. In-plane magnetic field sweeps were performed in order to obtain the effective spin-orbit torque fields acting longitudinal (in $x$ direction) or transverse (in $y$ direction) to the long axis of the wire. In our stack, we expect the SOT effective fields to originate from both the Pt layer and the IrMn layer. The first harmonic Hall voltage, $V_{\text{ch}}$, for a PMA wire is given by

$$V_{\text{ch}} \approx \pm \frac{1}{2} \Delta R_{\text{AHE}} \left[ 1 - \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{H \sin \theta_H}{H_K \pm H \cos \theta_H} \right)^2 \right] \Delta I, \quad (1)$$

where $\Delta R_{\text{AHE}}$ is the AHE resistance, $H_K$ is the effective anisotropy field, $H$ is the externally applied field, and $\theta_H$ is the external field angle with respect to the film plane normal (here, $\theta_H \approx 90^\circ$ for in-plane field sweeps). The $\pm$ sign indicates the magnetization orientation along the $\pm z$ direction. For all measurements, an AC bias current was applied in the wire.

The representative Hall resistance ($R_{\text{ch}}$) for an AC bias current of 5 mA, as the magnetic field is swept along the $x$-direction, is shown in Fig. 3(a). Two field sweeps were performed: positive field sweep where the magnetic field is swept from zero to maximum positive field, followed by a field sweep from maximum positive to maximum negative and then back to zero. For the negative field sweep, the magnetic field is swept from zero to maximum negative, then to maximum positive and finally to zero. For field sweep within the range of $+2000$ Oe to $-2000$ Oe, the Hall resistances display a parabolic trend for both magnetization orientations ($\pm z$) of the wire, as predicted by Equation (1).

For large external field sweeps, $|H| > 2000$ Oe, a sharp change in Hall resistance is observed at $\pm 2200$ Oe as can be seen in Fig. 3(a). When the sample is magnetized along the $-z$ orientation, a sharp jump in Hall resistance is observed at $+2200$ Oe. Similarly, for the sample magnetized along the $+z$ orientation, a sharp drop in the Hall resistance value is noted at $-2200$ Oe. The increase/decrease in the Hall resistance at $\pm 2200$ Oe results in almost similar Hall resistance
magnitude, midway between the Hall resistance values obtained for $+z$ and $-z$ saturation magnetization, as seen in Fig. 3(a). This midway Hall resistance comprises the equal contributions in resistance from magnetization vectors aligned in the $+z$ and $-z$ orientation, corresponding to a half-switch state. Further field sweeps result in negligible change in the Hall resistance magnitude, implying that the half-switched state is a stable configuration at the Hall bar. The half-switched state is attributed to the presence of a pinned DW at the Hall cross. The Hall cross here acts as a potential barrier. The combination of current and external in-plane field induces magnetization reversal leading to the propagation of DW within the wire.

As the external field is applied along the $x$-axis, a chiral Néel DW configuration is favoured. The chirality of the Néel DW is determined by the initial orientation of the magnetization and the DMI induced by the AFM layer or the interface between sublayer/FM layer. In our film stack comprising Pt/Co and interfaces, a left-handed chiral Néel DW is expected to be stabilized. The motion of a Néel DW in a wire is generally characterized by a surface tilting. As such, the leading edge of the tilted Néel DW, on one side of the wire, encounters the pinning potential at the Hall cross first. Depending on the velocity of the DW, the DW can be pinned in the regions within the Hall cross. The depinning of the DW at the Hall cross might be due to a steady expansion and movement of the DW as the externally applied field is increased. This explains the steps in Hall resistance for different directions and the further change in Hall resistance after the sharp resistance drop/jump, which can be seen in Fig. 3(a).

For samples with initial magnetization along the $+z$ orientation, the Hall resistance change occurs for external fields applied along the $-x$ orientation as seen in Fig. 3(b). This implies that the DW propagates through the wire when the external magnetic field is applied along the $-x$ orientation. For external fields up to $+2800$ Oe, applied along the $+x$ orientation, no resistance drop, corresponding to no DW motion, was observed. This is consistent with the in-plane field induced DW propagation of a left-handed Neel DW with Up-Down orientation, no resistance drop, corresponding to no DW motion, was observed. This is consistent with the in-plane field induced DW propagation of a left-handed Neel DW with Up-Down orientation. For field swept within $-2200$ Oe and $+2200$ Oe, the Hall resistance follows a parabolic trend as expected from Equation (1). Further increase in the magnetic field in the positive (negative) $-y$ direction leads to a sharp drop (jump) in the Hall resistance for samples magnetized in $+z$ ($-z$) orientation. Similarly to Fig. 3(a), the drop (jump) in the Hall resistance value results in a magnitude which is midway between the maximum and minimum Hall resistance values. Subsequent field sweeps do not influence the Hall resistance significantly. As discussed previously, a DW pinned at the Hall cross may account for the stable Hall resistance value. Interestingly, for the magnetic field swept transverse to the long axis of the wire, both the maximum positive and maximum negative field sweep result in a drop (jump) in Hall resistance. This implies that the DW within the wire can be driven by both orientations of applied fields, which was not observed in Fig. 3(b). The transverse applied field might transform the DW to a Bloch DW configuration within the wire. The transformation from a Néel to a Bloch DW will generally occur naturally as the magnetic vectors in the DW will prefer to align along the externally applied field. However, the DW driving field and depinning field for Bloch and Néel configurations are inherently different which, as a consequence, results in different depinning fields in our

FIG. 3. Hall resistance as a function of externally applied fields. (a) Field swept along x direction, within a field range of $\pm 2800$ Oe with an AC bias current of 5 mA. (b) Field swept in y direction, within the field range of $\pm 2800$ Oe with an AC bias current of 10 mA. (c) Schematic configuration of Bloch and Néel domain wall types in a ferromagnetic structure. The Bloch wall is symmetric under a 180° rotation along the transverse axis to the wire whereas the Néel wall rotates along the wire axis. The bottom image depicts the contributions of spin current from the Pt underlayer.
measurement. This allows bidirectional motion of the DW as a function of the current and transverse field orientation.

For fields applied along the +y-axis, transverse to the wire, the AC bias current was varied from 1 to 11 mA in the wire. The measured Hall resistance, for samples magnetized along the +z orientation, is shown in Fig. 4(a). As the amplitude of the current was increased, the Hall resistance drop occurs at lower external fields. This drop in the Hall resistance corresponds to the pinning field of the DW at the Hall cross. The shift in the pinning field implies that the DW reaches the Hall cross at much lower external field as the current in the wire is increased. The dynamics of the DW is governed by the external magnetic field and applied current in the wire is increased. The shift in the DW pinning field is an indicator of the current induced torque on the DW dynamics in the wire. The pinning field corresponds to the pinning field of the DW at the Hall cross. The shift in the pinning field implies that the DW dynamics are then governed by the external magnetic field and applied current. The difference in pinning field, \( \Delta H_{\text{Pin}} \), as a function of different AC bias currents in the wire, is computed. Shown in Fig. 4(b) is the pinning field difference as a function of the applied current. A quasi-linear trend is observed for high current magnitudes. The difference in external field \( \Delta H_{\text{Pin}} \) in the system for a current density of \( 8.3 \times 10^{10} \text{A/m}^2 \), which translates to an effective current density of \( 7.4 \times 10^{10} \text{A/m}^2 \) with respect to the reference at \( 0.9 \times 10^{10} \text{A/m}^2 \), is calculated to be \( 400 \text{Oe} \pm 50 \text{Oe} \). We postulate that this difference in external field, \( \Delta H_{\text{Pin}} \), can be attributed to the Field-like term of the SOT. The Field-like field aligns collinearly with the externally applied magnetic field which is swept transverse to the wire long axis in y direction. Any increase in the Field-like field due to current increase will be subtractive to the external field, as shown in Fig. 4(a). Consequently, the Field-like field can be extracted from first harmonic Hall voltage measurement by exploiting DW motion and pinning at the Hall cross. Using a similar approach as compared to field assisted DW depinning with STT, where the depinning efficiency is given by \( \Delta H_{\text{Pin}}/\Delta J \), the depinning efficiency for SOT assisted DW depinning efficiency can be computed. From Figure 4, the SOT efficiency (\( \Delta H_{\text{Pin}}/\Delta J \)) for the Field-like field is calculated to be \( \approx 63.7 \text{Oe/(10}^{10} \text{A/m}^2 \)).

C. Hall measurements to investigate effective SOT and anisotropy fields

To quantify the SOT effective fields, first (\( V_{x0} \)) and second (\( V_{x2} \)) harmonic Hall voltages were measured as a function of applied in-plane magnetic fields. The effective SOT fields can be extracted from the derivatives of the first and second harmonic Hall voltages:

\[
H_{\text{SL,(FL)}} \equiv -2 \left( \frac{\partial V_{x0}}{\partial H_{x,y}} \right) \left( \frac{\partial^2 V_{x0}}{\partial^2 H_{x,y}} \right).
\]

The Slonczewski-like field \( H_{\text{SL}} \) was extracted from the Hall voltage measurements while sweeping an external magnetic field along the x axes for various AC bias currents in the wire, as shown in Fig. 5(a). A linear trend in \( H_{\text{SL}} \) is observed, which is in agreement with previously reported results.\(^{1,26} \) For a current density of \( 8.3 \times 10^{10} \text{A/m}^2 \), the effective Slonczewski-like field for magnetization aligned along +z orientation is 61 Oe, whereas for magnetization oriented along +z direction, the effective field is 67 Oe. The difference between the effective Slonczewski-like field with up (+z) and down (−z) magnetization can be attributed to slight variation within the measurement setup. From Equation (1), we can also derive the effective anisotropy field \( H_K \) of the FM layer as a function of the current density in the wire. Using the fitting parameter to \( b_{x,y} = \partial^2 V_{x0}/\partial H_{x,y}^2 \) and for externally applied in-plane fields, \( \theta_H \approx 90^\circ \), the effective anisotropy field \( H_K \) can be computed as

\[
H_K \approx \sqrt{\Delta \Delta R_{\text{AHE}}/2b_{x,y}}.
\]

The AHE resistance \( \Delta R_{\text{AHE}} \) is calculated from Equation (1) as \( \Delta R_{\text{AHE}} (= R_{H,\text{max}} - R_{H,\text{min}}) \) to \( 0.220 \Omega \pm 0.003 \Omega \). The computed effective anisotropy field \( H_K \) from Equation (3) is plotted in Fig. 5(b).

The effective anisotropy field decreases linearly as a function of the applied current. As the current density is increased from \( 3.7 \times 10^{10} \) to \( 8.3 \times 10^{10} \text{A/m}^2 \), the anisotropy field reduces by \( \approx 600 \text{Oe} \) from 5700 Oe to 5100 Oe. Given that the effective anisotropy field is expressed as \( H_K = 2K_L/MS - 4\pi M_s \), we postulate that the current modulates the perpendicular anisotropy constant of the film stack. In general,
the magnetic anisotropy constant can be varied by the magnetic annealing effect, photoinduced magnetic anisotropy, crystallographic transformations, or roll magnetic anisotropy. In our experiment, the measurements were performed in a dark room at room temperature. As the Hall resistance was measured and taken into account for each current value and the SOT effective fields scale linearly with current, the temperature effect due to Joule heating can be neglected here. Therefore, this magnetic anisotropy decrease is due to spin-orbit torque effects.

Similar to the measurement conducted for the Slonczewski-field $H_{SL}$, the effective Field-like field $H_{FL}$ is computed by measuring the first and second harmonic Hall voltages while sweeping the external magnetic field along the $y$-axis. In Figure 6, the effective Field-like field is shown as a function of the AC bias current in the wire. As expected, the Field-like field increases linearly as a function of the applied current. For a current density of $8.3 \times 10^{10} \text{A/m}^2$, the Field-like field is computed to be $\sim 90\text{ Oe}$ for both orientations ($\pm z$) of magnetization. This value is 4 times smaller as compared to the measured effective Field-like field $H_{FL}$ using DW pinning from Fig. 4(b). Harmonics measurement for quantifying the Field-like field term is known to give a lower value due to ignoring the contribution of the planar Hall effect (PHE) in the measurement. The measured Field-like field $H_{FL}$ needs to be multiplied by a correcting factor which depends on the PHE to AHE ratio. The computation for the corrected Field-like field is obtained from Ref. 18 as

$$H_{FL,\text{PHE,corr}} = \frac{H_{FL} + 2\hat{z}H_{SL}}{1 - 4\hat{z}^2}. \quad (4)$$

Assuming a PHE to AHE resistance ratio of 0.3 which is obtained from Ref. 24, the PHE corrected Field-like field $H_{FL}$ using the harmonic measurement technique is computed to be $\sim 400\text{ Oe}$ for a current density of $8.3 \times 10^{10} \text{A/m}^2$. This is in good agreement with our obtained result using DW motion as a detection method as can be seen in the inset of Fig. 6 where both computed fields are shown for $+z$ magnetization. The depinning field method using DWM is even underestimated which might indicate a lower PHE to AHE ratio or might be a result of the subtraction to a reference value in the field determination using DWM. Interestingly, the corrected Slonczewski-like effective field is found to be $\sim 360\text{ Oe}$ for a current density of $8.3 \times 10^{10} \text{A/m}^2$, using the same PHE to AHE resistance ratio. This is in agreement with previous results. From Equation (3), the anisotropy field $H_K$ can be again extracted from the first harmonic Hall voltage obtained by sweeping field along the $y$-axis. For both magnetization orientation ($\pm z$), a decrease in the effective anisotropy field $H_K$ is observed at similar values compared to the measurement while sweeping the field along the $x$-axis. This supports our measurement, where the effective magnetic anisotropy field is related to the AC bias current in the wire.

IV. CONCLUSION

DW dynamics in a Pt/(Co/Ni)$_d$/Co/IrMn stack structure with out-of-plane magnetic anisotropy and exchange bias has been investigated. Direct observation of magnetization switching via DW motion has been shown using the differential Kerr imaging microscopy technique. Field driven DW motion is shown to be an alternative mean to quantifying the SOT effective field in the system which is in good agreement with the harmonic Hall technique. Additionally, the bias current in the wire leads to a decrease in the effective magnetic anisotropy field, $H_K$, which can be attributed to SOT effective fields within the system.
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